
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sir R.Y. Calne 

Summary 

I n the past decade there has been a great deal of enthusiasm and high expectations for cell 

transplantation and genetic engineering. Many excellent laboratories have studied experimental 

protocols but unfortunately most have unveiled substantial difficulties.  With the exception of bone 

marrow transplantation and blood transfusion cell transplants have been disappointing but the early 

good results of pancreatic islet transplants led to increased activity to turn this into acceptable 

therapy. In the meantime gene therapy has for the most part been disappointing. It is difficult to get 

appropriate expression for prolonged periods of the gene in question and the use of viral vectors has 

exposed certain important dangers. In this review I have discussed these matters and also pointed 

towards more encouraging avenues that are recently being pursued. 

The Challenges of Cell Transplantation 
and Genetic Engineering for the 

Treatment of Diabetes 
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Introduction 
 
To treat disease with cells is not a new concept.  In the 17th century, before the nature of cell 

structure and function were known, blood transfusion experiments were performed between 

animals using feather quill needles by Christopher Wren and his friends.  For blood 

transfusions to be of value, rather than a “Russian roulette” for sudden death, a means of 

preventing clot formation and an understanding of red blood cell groups were necessary.  

Then blood transfusions became life-saving and opened the door to modern major surgery.   

In the 1950s advances in immunology spearheaded by Peter Medawar and his 

colleagues revealed an immune system vital to life that could be manipulated by cell injection 

into animals in utero and allow acceptance of skin grafts from the cell donors, a process 

called “acquired immunological tolerance” (1). 

An important advance in the treatment of haematological diseases followed from the 

demonstration that animals given “lethal” doses of total body x-irradiation could be rescued 

by intravenous bone marrow infusions.  The grafted bone marrow cells homed to the empty 

bone marrow spaces where the native marrow had been destroyed by the x-rays (2).  The 

donated marrow cells conferred on the recipients the immune characteristics of the donor. 

The closer the matching of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) between donor and 

recipient, the greater the likelihood of success. 

More recently it has been possible to condition leukaemia patients to accept bone 

marrow grafts from well-matched donors without the need for complete destruction of the 

recipient bone marrow. This non-ablative treatment can result in mixed macro-chimaerism, 

with blood cells of both donor and recipient co-existing in the bone marrow and blood, so 

that it is possible to have the advantage of graft-versus-leukaemia immune reactivity, without 

excessively harsh treatment of the patient (3). Moreover, this mixed chimaerism even if only 

temporary, can result in kidney graft acceptance from the bone marrow donor (4). There is 

therefore a large literature and a long follow-up of clinical experience with therapeutic cell 

transplantation. 

In the past 50 years, since the description of the double helical structure of DNA and 

an understanding of the mechanisms of protein synthesis, an accelerating advance in our 

knowledge of the molecular nature of many diseases has occurred.  Many of the genes 

responsible have been identified and suggestions made as to how they might be used as 

engineering tools for therapeutic purposes. 
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The proliferation in culture of embryonic stem cells and the cloning of intact animals 

from adult somatic cells is now a challenge to provide cell therapy for many conditions that 

currently have inadequate treatment (5). 

 

Diabetes 

There are two forms of diabetes, type I and type II that differ in their pathogenesis.  

Type I is an autoimmune disease associated with certain genetic HLA configurations most 

commonly presenting between infancy and teenage years, but can also present in adults.  

Often, but not necessarily, the onset follows a viral infection and can be insidious.  The β 

cells in pancreatic islets of Langerhans are singled out for immune destruction by primed T-

cells, whose molecular target has not yet been defined.  Recovery of the β cell mass cannot 

occur due to continuing autoimmune activity and insufficient progenitor cells.  Before the 

introduction of insulin in the 1920s, patients died, usually in a distressing, emaciated state, 

around puberty, before they could have children.  Refinements in insulin therapy and a strict 

diet can restore patients to a relatively normal life, but even with excellent compliance to the 

regimen of frequent blood sugar estimations, a carefully regulated diet and insulin injections, 

the secondary complications of diabetes can develop in a relentless progressive manner 

causing blindness, renal failure, gangrene, coronary arterial disease and neuropathy.  

Inappropriate management of the therapeutic regimen can lead to dangerous and sometimes 

fatal hypoglycaemia, often with no warning for the patient.  Insufficient insulin results in 

hyperglycaemic ketosis and diabetic coma. 

The diagnosis of type I diabetes in a child is a sentence to a lifelong strict regimen of 

diet and medication and is a major and continuing trauma to the whole family.  

Type II diabetes is a common condition with many patients only mildly affected.  The 

disease usually presents in adults but can present in children.  It is especially common in 

obese people and has reached almost an epidemic scale in India and South East Asia.  Change 

from a frugal traditional diet to a liberal western-style of food has been blamed for the sudden 

increase in incidence of Type II diabetes in Eastern countries.  Initially many patients can be 

managed by diet and oral hypoglycaemic agents.  Insulin resistance in the tissues is a feature 

of Type II diabetes and the β cell mass may increase producing excessive amounts of insulin 

apparently in an attempt to overcome the resistance.  Eventually there is β cell failure and in 

approximately half of the cases exogenous insulin injections are necessary and the same 

secondary complications occur as in Type I diabetes. 
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Taken together, Type I and Type II diabetes result in serious morbidity and mortality 

in all communities.  Diabetes is a major cause of blindness and renal failure.  In addition to 

the cost in human suffering, the financial burden of diabetes on health care resources is 

enormous and accelerating yearly as the incidence of both Type I and Type II diabetes 

increases. 

 

The Role of Insulin 

The history of insulin is fascinating and has been told especially well by Michael Bliss in The 

Discovery of Insulin (8). 

In 1889 Minkawski & Von Mering, in Strasbourg found that dogs subjected to 

pancreatectomy became diabetic.  One account of the finding was that the technician raised 

the suspicion of sugar in the urine to Minkawski, by observing flies settling in large numbers 

on the puddles of urine passed by the diabetic dogs, in contrast to their relative lack of 

interest in the urine of normal dogs. 

In 1869 Paul Langerhans, a medical student writing his thesis, observed microscopic 

islands of different structure to the main mass of digestive enzyme secreting pancreas.  This 

seminal observation, perhaps the most perspicacious of any medical student, led to intense 

study of the islets.  They are miniature organs embedded within the pancreas in most 

creatures, but constituting separate independent organs in some fish.  Each islet consists of 

approximately 1000 cells of four distinct types each with its own secretion task: 

α       cells produce glucagon 

β       cells produce insulin. They constitute 60-80% of the cells in the islets i.e. 6-800  

cells/islet 

 δ      cells produce somatostatin 

pp     cells product pancreatic polypeptide 

There is a delicate and profuse capillary network and nerve connections in the islet, 

somewhat resembling the renal glomerulus. The islet can be considered as a mini-organ. The 

capillaries of the islets anastomose with the main pancreatic vasculature which may facilitate 

signalling between endocrine and exocrine pancreatic cells.  The interaction of cytokines 

between the individual cell types may be important attributes that would be lost to separated 

islets or surrogate β cells. The pancreas contains approximately one million islets and 

therefore 6-8x108 β cells. The endocrine secretions of the islets enter the portal blood and the 
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first organ they reach is the liver.  Insulin is partially metabolised by the liver which converts 

glucose to glycogen. 

In the 1920s the connection between removal of the pancreas and diabetes was 

established, but attempts at treatment with various oral preparations of pancreas did not 

ameliorate diabetes.  The young orthopaedic surgeon, Frederick Banting, working in Toronto, 

was convinced that an extract of pancreas injected would provide the vital substance missing 

in diabetes. With the technical assistance and a major intellectual  contribution from a 

medical student, Charles Best, the two rather low profile researchers produced an extract of 

pancreas that lowered the blood sugar of diabetic dogs and after difficult lobbying in 1922 

they persuaded clinical colleagues to try a similar extract in diabetic patients. Some, but not 

all, of the early clinical cases responded, but first the help of a protein chemist, James Collip 

was needed.  There was much opposition from conservative clinicians, but eventually the 

concept was accepted that a substance from the pancreatic islets called “insulin” could be 

used as a treatment for diabetic patients.  It soon became apparent that a large commercial 

pharma company, with deep pockets and prepared to accept a risky project, would be 

required to produce enough of the substance in relative purity to provide lifelong treatment. 

The Eli Lilly Company stepped in, rose to this challenge, and the lives of diabetics were 

transformed, albeit with the reservations of the diabetic way of life and the risk of 

complications to which I have referred. 

The molecular structure of the complicated protein insulin was determined in 

Cambridge in the 1950s at the Laboratory of Molecular Biology by Frederick Sanger in the 

course of his first Nobel Prize work. The physiology of insulin and the control of glucose 

metabolism is complex. Before active insulin is available, a non-active molecule called C-

peptide must be cleaved from the parent molecular proinsulin.  There is an important basal 

secretion of insulin, but on the intake of food, insulin granules, stored in the β cells, are 

released in a pulsatile manner simultaneously from a number of β cells, in amounts relating to 

the ambient blood glucose concentration in the islets.  The timing is critical. If released too 

early or too late, high insulin blood levels will cause inappropriate, possibly dangerous, 

hypoglycaemia. If not enough insulin is available at the appropriate time, normal glucose 

metabolism cannot take place and the blood sugar level will rise.  There is a considerable 

reserve of β cell function, so after even a large meal not all the β cells exhaust their supply of 

secreted insulin from within their cell membranes. There is a slow turnover of β cells, 

perhaps around 5% per annum in man, from progenitor cells present in the islets and/or in the 

ducts of the exocrine pancreas. In rodents the turnover is much greater (9). 
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The chemistry of insulin secretion varies in different species. In man, as stated above, 

an inactive pro-insulin is the first main synthetic step and this becomes cleaved into the 

inactive C-peptide, a marker of insulin synthesis and active insulin. In mice there are two 

active insulins, I and II.  In diabetic patients the level of glycosolated haemoglobin in the 

blood rises. The interactions between insulin, glucagon and other endocrine secretions are 

complicated and in some patients microangiopathy develops in the retinae, glomeruli, and 

small blood vessels throughout the body associated with serious complications. 

First passage of insulin through the liver is physiological, but release of insulin 

directly into the caval venous system appears to be well tolerated following vascularised 

pancreatic transplants. 

 

Vascularised Pancreas Transplantations 

Surgical transplantation of a vascularised whole pancreas or even half a pancreas can give 

excellent long-term results (10) with cure of diabetes in many cases. Most patients have 

suffered from diabetic renal failure and often it has been possible to transplant a kidney and a 

pancreas from the same donor. Powerful lifelong immunosuppression is necessary, but this 

would be standard treatment for the kidney graft. The operation is a major surgical procedure 

with the special danger of leakage of pancreatic digestive enzymes, but results are improving 

steadily. Unfortunately, the incidence of diabetes is far in excess of the availability of donor 

pancreata. 

 

 

Islet Cell Transplantation 

Since islets when separated are small enough to survive temporarily in a suitable 

environment, by simple diffusion of nutrients and oxygen into them and CO2 and waste 

products out, whilst a new blood supply is established; the idea of transplanting islets based 

on the same concepts as split skin grafts is an old one. Islets, however, do not part company 

with their surroundings in the pancreas easily. In rodents they can be hand-picked under a 

dissecting microscope, but in large animals including man enzymatic digestion and 

mechanical chopping of the pancreas are necessary. The islets are vulnerable to damage from 

ischaemia and the effects of collagenase and the more refined enzyme “liberase”.  Dicing the 
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pancreas into small pieces also damages the islets. An elaborate highly skilful and prolonged 

process is necessary. Five people working for five hours, with a cooled pancreas removed 

immediately from a brain-dead cadaver may, in the best circumstances, produce about 3-

400,000 or 1/3 of the total number of islets in a tolerably well-preserved state suitable for 

transplantation.  Yet, twice that number are required to release a patient from the need for 

insulin injections. The islet isolation procedure has some fanciful resemblance to digging for 

potatoes on a dark night with a sharp spade. 

 

The next unanswered questions are:  

1. Should the islets be cultured before transplantation? 

2. Can they be safely frozen and thawed? 

3. Most importantly, where to transplant them?  

 

In mice an artificial space under the kidney capsule is a good site to inject islets despite the 

caval drainage of insulin. In man the portal blood stream has been most favoured, the islets 

hopefully lodging as microemboli in the liver sinusoids, where they take up residence and 

after a few days acquire a new blood supply, mainly from recipient capillaries growing into 

the transplanted islets. Islets floating in the blood are in an abnormal environment and may 

activate the complement system causing local platelet aggregation and clot formation 

precluding rapid neovascularisation and endangering liver parenchyma to ischaemia (11,12). 

An optimal site for islet transplantation has yet to be found, in the meantime the report of 

clinical islet transplantation by Shapiro et al. in Edmonton has marked a halt to the extensive 

scepticism that prevailed in the transplant community for clinical islet grafting (13). 

Using usually two cadaveric pancreas donors per recipient and immunosuppression 

designed to try and avoid diabetogenic toxicity, the Edmonton workers obtained 80% one 

year independence from the need for exogenous insulin and 70% at two years in Type I 

diabetics with brittle disease, usually involving hypoglycaemic unawareness, but without 

other serious diabetic complications. Repeating their results has only been possible in a few 

of the specialised centres that have made the attempt. 

Unfortunately, there is progressive attrition of the grafted islets, only 50% of 

transplanted patients being free of the need for insulin injections after 3 years and none at 5 

years. The mechanism of the deterioration is not known but could be a mixture of slow 

rejection, recurrence of the autoimmune disease, the toxic effects of the immunosuppressive 

drugs or exhaustion of the β cells. Auto-transplants of islets from pancreata removed for 
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chronic pancreatitis can do well in long-term. In such cases there would be no allograft 

rejections, drug treatment nor auto-immune disease. 

The shortage of suitable human cadaveric pancreata and the huge numbers of 

diabetics would make it reasonable to view the Edmonton experience as an extremely 

important “proof of principle” that the procedure is possible, but at great cost of healthcare 

resource and skilled technical ability, with the lucky patients no longer requiring insulin, but 

nevertheless having to take full doses of immunosuppressive drugs indefinitely. No doubt 

better yields of islet extraction will be achieved and safer immunosuppression developed, but 

the disadvantages outlined above remain. 

 

Xeno-islet Grafting 

Pig insulin differs from human insulin only in one amino acid. Porcine insulin has been used 

successfully therapeutically in patients for many years. Porcine glucose homeostasis is 

similar to man and pig islets are potentially available in large numbers and can be extracted in 

a similar manner to that used for human islets. The pig, however, is a different species, 

separated from man in evolution by many millions of years and of the hundreds or even 

thousands of proteins produced by pig cells, each is different to the human equivalent and 

some are capable of eliciting immune destructive reactions following transplantation. 

To date results of xeno-islet transplantation to primate species have been 

disappointing, but using islets from adult pigs Bernard Hering has recently obtained 

encouraging results in diabetic monkeys using powerful immunosuppression with agents that 

could be used in patients (14). Larson, using neonatal pig islets, has also achieved long graft 

survival in monkeys (15). The question again arises, does the immunosuppression justify the 

procedure? There are worries that porcine endogenous retrovirus might cause disease. There 

are hopes that genetic engineering of pigs by “knock out” and “knock-in” genes to make pigs 

more like humans or at least make their tissues more acceptable as grafts to man may one day 

be successful, but how soon cannot be predicted. Many transplant researchers have sympathy 

with Norman Shumway’s comment “xenografting is the future of organ transplantation and 

always will be!” 
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Other Approaches 

1. Large-scale proliferative culture of β cell progenitor cells in pancreatic ducts or 

from islet β cells.    

This is attractive in that these are the cells that normally produce β cells, but to date there has 

been a severe shortfall in numbers of β cells that can be produced in culture and so far the 

numbers are far below the threshold of therapeutic use (16) also the site of origins of the 

precursor cells is disputed (17). 

 

2. Transdifferentation of liver cells to islet cells.   

Both liver and pancreas develop from the same embryological rudiment so, by the use of 

certain growth factors and cultural procedures, workers have succeeded in taking this step in 

experimental settings (18-21). 

 

3. In vivo “cultural” growth of embryonic pancreas rudiments.   

Hammerman in St. Louis (22) and Reissner in Israel (23) have achieved considerable 

progress in this endeavour but any clinical application would seem to require an excessively 

costly “bespoke” individual approach for each patient. The use of foetal tissue would raise 

worrying ethical dilemmas (24). The justification of using a foetus to treat a patient with 

diabetes might be difficult to sustain. 

 

4. Guide or Engineer undifferentiated or differentiated cells to act as surrogate β cells. 

I Embryonic stem cells (ES)   

Since ES cells can and do turn into every cell type in the body, their use for producing β cells 

has received much publicity and Soria  has been successful in introducing the human insulin 

gene into mouse ES cells and selecting the cells producing insulin to treat diabetic mice 

successfully (25). 

This was an important achievement, but may be difficult to translate in the context of 

human ES cells, which grow more slowly and are more vulnerable to death in culture than 

murine ES cells. Monkey ES cells have been differentiated into pancreatic cell phenotypes 

(26). 
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If an in vitro process using human ES cells was successful, it would be of vital 

importance to eliminate every undifferentiated cell from the innoculum to be given to patients 

because of the risk that such cells might differentiate into teratomata (27). 

Somatic nuclear transfer to egg cells could produce bespoke stem cells isologues to 

those of the patient. This approach is still in its infancy and would be very expensive but in 

theory would avoid the need for immunosuppressive drug treatment. 

 

II Adult “Stem Cells” 

Multipotent cells have been identified in a number of adult tissues and in umbilical cord 

blood. They are the source of successful bone marrow grafts and may have the potential to 

differentiate into other cell lineages, though such claims are disputed. 

Blood monocytes have been shown to de-differentiate under certain cultural 

conditions, into cells which can be persuaded with growth factors and certain cultural 

conditions to proliferate some 5 to 6 fold and then differentiate into liver like cells producing 

albumen, islet-like cells producing insulin and glucagon and fat cells or return back to 

monocytes (28,29,30). 

If sufficient insulin-producing cells could be obtained from a specimen of the 

patient’s blood by plasmaphoresis, the return of these cultured cells now producing insulin 

should not, in theory, elicit an immune reaction. They are autologous and presumably would 

be unlikely to have the auto-immune target of Type 1 diabetes, although this has yet to be 

established. 

In experiments recently reported, monocytes were isolated from human peripheral 

blood and treated M-CSF and IL-3 for six days to induce a state of plasticity (30). They were 

then exposed to an islet differentiation medium containing EGF, HGF and nicotinamide for 4 

to 8 days. Small clumps of cells developed in culture resembling islets. These neo-islets 

exhibited pancreas-specific gene expression by RT-PCR, immunocytochemistry, and 

radioimmunassay. Incubation with 22 mM glucose stimulated insulin and C-peptide 

secretion. In addition, the neo-islets were transplanted to streptozotocin-incuded diabetic 

mice. 

Transplanted animals retained normal blood glucose levels for up to 8 days (n=5) 

when these xeno-graft human monocytes were rejected since the animals were not treated 

with immunosuppression. These encouraging results, if repeated, would indicate an attractive 

approach of cell therapy using autologous cells. Important questions are raised:  1) could 
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enough cells be obtained from the diabetic patients?  2) would the “neo-islets” behave 

physiologically for a useful period?  3) Are the cultural procedures and reagents used safe? 

 

 

III Transfecting adult cells with the human insulin gene with a glucose sensing 

promoter 

This approach can use non viral electroporition to introduce the insulin gene plasmid into 

cells in vitro or in vivo with encouraging experimental results using adult liver cells (31).  

Alternatively viral vectors can be used which are more efficient, but some viruses have the 

danger of unmasking oncogenes (32). 

Viral Vectors. One of the main attributes of virus behaviour is to gain entry into target 

cells and either reside there or kill the cells, having made use of their nuclear material. To act 

as a vector the virus must be big enough for the construct in question.  Most studies have 

been with two classes of virus – the adeno and adeno-like viruses and the lenti-modified HIV 

and other retro viruses. Early clinical trials of both classes have sometimes led to modest 

clinical improvement, but three disasters have been reported. In one case in Philadelphia the 

adeno virus proliferated with fatal consequences (33,34). In the other two cases in Paris it 

would appear that the retro virus used had unmasked nuclear oncogenes leading to leukaemia 

(35). These tragedies have alerted researchers to the dangers and have also led to sharp and 

often aggressive criticism of the workers. Despite this background in the foreseeable future 

cultural techniques alone may not be sufficient and vector help may be needed. 

Currently, we are working with a lenti virus as a vector for the human insulin gene 

and we are collaborating with an Australian research group using a similar vector and 

achieving high transfection rates after portal infusion into murine livers. The amelioration of 

diabetes in streptocytocin diabetic rats has been encouraging (36). 

We and others are engaged in experiments to determine which cell line or tissue might 

be appropriate for engineered viral infection and whether it is preferable to work in vitro with 

autologous cells to be returned to the recipient or should the virus be injected directly into 

recipient tissue. We need to study the longevity of gene activity in the virus and what factors 

may limit its continued protein synthesis. 

The hope of large scale cell treatment of diabetes may still be a long way from 

fulfilment, but the intensity of research along the lines suggested above makes the hope at 

least a possibility in the eyes of an optimist.  
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